We use data from two CFHT-MegaCam photometric pencil-beam surveys in the g' and the r' bands to measure distances to the Sagittarius, the Palomar 5 and the Orphan stream. We show that, using a cross-correlation algorithm to detect the turnoff point of the main sequence, it is possible to overcome the main limitation of a two-bands pencil-beam survey, namely the lack of adjacent control-fields that can be used to subtract the foreground and background stars to enhance the signal on the colour-magnitude diagrams (CMDs). We describe the cross-correlation algorithm and its implementation. We combine the resulting main sequence turnoff points with theoretical isochrones to derive photometric distances to the streams. Our results (31 detections on the Sagittarius stream and one each for the Palomar 5 and the Orphan streams) confirm the findings by previous studies, expand the distance trend for the Sagittarius faint southern branch and, for the first time, trace the Sagittarius faint branch of the northern-leading arm out to 56 kpc. In addition, they show evidence for new substructure: we argue that these detections trace the continuation of the Sagittarius northern-leading arm into the southern hemisphere, and find a nearby branch of the Sagittarius trailing wrap in the northern hemisphere.
Introduction
In the past decade our picture of the Milky Way's stellar halo has dramatically changed thanks to the advent of several observational surveys, which have shown the richness and complexity of the substructure in the Galactic halo (Ibata et al. 2001; Newberg et al. 2002; Majewski et al. 2003; Yanny et al. 2003; Martin et al. 2004; Grillmair & Dionatos 2006b; Belokurov et al. 2006 Belokurov et al. , 2007a . Our Galaxy is still undergoing an assembling process, where part of the infalling material has already been accreted and become dynamically relaxed (Helmi et al. 1999; Sheffield et al. 2012) , part of it is still dynamically cold (Bell et al. 2008; Jurić et al. 2008 ) and another part is in the process of being dynamically stripped or even approaching its first dynamical encounter with our Galaxy (Kallivayalil et al. 2006b,a; Piatek et al. 2008; Besla et al. 2010; Rocha et al. 2012 ).
The most prominent example of a currently ongoing disruption is that of the Sagittarius stream (Sgr stream). Since its discovery in 1996 (Mateo et al. 1996) , the stream has been mapped wrapping over π radians on the sky, first through 2MASS (Majewski et al. 2003) and later through SDSS Koposov et al. 2012) . There is general agreement that it is the stellar debris of a disrupting satellite galaxy, the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy (Ibata et al. 1994) , which is currently being accreted by the Milky Way (Velazquez & White 1995; Ibata et al. 1997; Niederste-Ostholt et al. 2010 ). The stream is composed of the leading and the trailing tails of this disruption event (Mateo et al. 1996; Ibata et al. 2001; Dohm-Palmer et al. 2001; Martínez-Delgado et al. 2001 Majewski et al. 2003; Belokurov et al. 2006 Belokurov et al. , 2013 , which wrap at least once around the Galaxy but have been predicted to wrap more than once Law & Majewski 2010) . In addition, a bifurcation and what resembles an extra branch parallel to the main component of the Sgr stream have been discovered both in the northern hemisphere and in the southern hemisphere (Koposov et al. 2012) . The origin of this bifurcation and the meaning of the two branches are still debated: they could represent wraps of different age (Fellhauer et al. 2006) , they could have arisen due to the internal dynamics of the progenitor (Peñarrubia et al. , 2011 or they could indeed be due to different progenitors and a multiple accretion event (Koposov et al. 2012) .
On the other hand, one of the simplest and neatest examples of a disrupting satellite is that of the Palomar 5 globular cluster (Sandage & Hartwick 1977; Odenkirchen et al. 2002; Dehnen et al. 2004 ) and its stream (Odenkirchen et al. 2001 (Odenkirchen et al. , 2003 . This stream extends over 20 o along its narrow leading and trailing tails. It displays an inhomogeneous stellar density in what resembles gaps or underdensities (Grillmair & Dionatos 2006a) ; the origin of this stellar distribution has been attributed both to interactions with dark satellites (Carlberg 2012) and to epicyclic motions of stars along the tails (Mastrobuono-Battisti et al. 2012) .
Finally, there are also cases of streams with unknown progenitors, such as the so-called Orphan stream (Grillmair 2006a; Belokurov et al. 2006 Belokurov et al. , 2007a Newberg et al. 2010 ). This stream extends for 50 o in the North galactic cap, and the chemical signatures from recent spectroscopic observations associate its progenitor with a dwarf galaxy (Casey et al. 2013b,a) . A number of plausible progenitors have been suggested Fellhauer et al. 2007b; Jin & Lynden-Bell 2007; Sales et al. A&A proofs: manuscript no. PilaDiez_etal_Sgr_CFHT 2008), but it is still possible that the true progenitor remains undiscovered in the southern hemisphere (Casey et al. 2013b) .
In general, the discovery of most of the substructures in the halo of the Milky Way has been possible thanks to photometric multi-colour wide area surveys. Such surveys pose several advantages for this kind of search. First, their multiple-band photometry allows for stellar population selections (halo or thick disk; red clump, main sequence turnoff point, etc.) based on colour-colour stellar loci. These selection criteria can be used to make stellar density maps that track the streams all through the survey's coverage area (Majewski et al. 2003; Belokurov et al. 2006) . Second, their continuous coverage of a large area allow the fields adjacent to the substructure to act as control fields. In this way, the colour-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) of the control fields can be used to statistically subtract the foreground and the background stars from the fields probing the substructure. This enhances the signature of the stellar population belonging to the stream or satellite (by removing the noise), and makes it possible to identify age and distance indicators such as the red clump or the main sequence turnoff point Koposov et al. 2012; Slater et al. 2013) .
In this paper we explore the possibilities of using deep twoband pencil-beam surveys instead of the usual wide-area multicolour surveys in order to detect and characterize stellar streams of the halo and, in particular, we revisit the Sagittarius, the Palomar 5 and the Orphan streams. We derive photometric distances using purely the main sequence turnoff point and -unlike other works-regardless of the giant branch and its red clump.
Observations and data processing

Description of data set
We use deep photometric imaging from the MENeaCS and the CCCP surveys (Sand et al. 2012; Hoekstra et al. 2012; Bildfell et al. 2012) as well as several additional archival cluster fields, observed with the CFHT-MegaCam instrument. These surveys targeted pre-selected samples of galaxy clusters; therefore the surveys geometry takes the form of a beam-like survey where the pointings are distributed without prior knowledge of the halo substructure (blind survey).
Our pointings are one square degree wide and spread over the sky visible to CFHT. Each consists of several exposures through the g' and r' filters with image quality of of sub-arcsecond seeing. After stacking the individual exposures, the limiting magnitudes reach ∼ 25.0 at the 5.0σ level. Out of the 97 fields, at least 25 fall on the structure of the Sagittarius (Sgr) stream and show distinct signatures in their CMDs, one on the Orphan stream, one on the Palomar 5 stream and three to seven on the Virgo Overdensity and the Virgo Stellar Stream (Duffau et al. 2006; Jurić et al. 2008; Casetti-Dinescu et al. 2009; Prior et al. 2009; Bonaca et al. 2012b ) (see figure 1) . Further away from the plane of the Sgr stream, we also find three fields to be coincident with the Triangulum-Andromeda structure (Rocha-Pinto et al. 2004; Bonaca et al. 2012a) , two to three with the Pisces Overdensity (Watkins et al. 2009; Sesar et al. 2010; Sharma et al. 2010) , one transitional between the Triangulum-Andromeda and the Pisces Overdensity, four with the Anticenter Structure (Grillmair 2006b ) and two to three with the NGC5466 stream (Grillmair & Johnson 2006; Fellhauer et al. 2007a) . We also find two fields on the Lethe stream (Grillmair 2009 ), four on the Styx stream (Grillmair 2009 ), one on a region apparently common to the Styx and Cocytos streams (Grillmair 2009 ) and two on the Canis Major overdensity (Martin et al. 2004) .
In this paper we concentrate on the clearest structures (those where the contrast-to-noise in the CMD is higher) in order to test the capabilities of our method. In particular, we address the Sagittarius stream, the Palomar5 stream and the Orphan stream.
Correction of the PSF distortion and implications for the star/galaxy separation
Before building catalogues and in order to perform an accurate star/galaxy separation, it is necessary to rectify the varying PSF across the fields of the CFHT images. In order to correct for this effect, we make use of a 'PSFhomogenizing' code (K. Kuijken et al., in prep.) . The code uses the shapes of bright objects unambiguously classified as stars to map the PSF across the image, and then convolves it with an appropriate spatially variable kernel designed to render the PSF gaussian everywhere. With a view to obtaining a PSF as homogeneous as possible, we treat the data as follows (van der Burg et al. 2013 ): i) we implement an accurate selection of sufficiently bright stars based on an initial catalogue, ii) we run the code on the individual exposures for each field, and iii) we reject bad exposures based on a seeing criterion 1 before stacking them into one final image, on which we perform the final source extraction and photometry.
The advantages of this procedure are twofold. First, because the resulting PSF for each exposure is gaussian, all the stars become round. Second, because the PSF anisotropy is removed from all exposures before stacking, the dispersion in size for the point-source objects becomes smaller, even if the average value increases after stacking the individual exposures (see figure 2 ). These two improvements significantly reduce the galaxy contamination when performing the star selection (illustrated in figure 3) . Additionally, homogenizing the PSF also allows to measure colours in fixed apertures.
From the final images, we extract the sources and produce photometric catalogues using SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) . To derive the stellar catalogues, we use a code that filters the source catalogues as follows: i) finds the saturated stars and removes them from the stellar catalogue; ii) evaluates the distribution of bright sources (r ′ = [18.0, 20.0] mag) in the brightnesssize parameter space, assumes a gaussian distribution in the size and in the ellipticity parameters (e 1 , e 2 ) 2 of stars, and uses this information to define the boundaries of the stellar locus along the bright range; iii) evaluates the dependence of the width of the stellar locus on brightness and extrapolates the relation to fainter magnitudes; iv) applies the extended stellar locus and an ellipticity criterion to drop galaxies from the stellar catalogue.
For the stars resulting from this selection (figure 3), we correct their photometry from galactic reddening by using the extinction maps from Schlegel et al. (1998) . The final stellar catalogues are used to build the CMDs employed for our analysis. The PSF-corrected catalogues yield much cleaner CMDs than the catalogues with similar star/galaxy separation but no PSFcorrection (figure 4).
Identification of the main sequence turnoff point
The photometric depth of our data allows us to detect a number of halo substructures several magnitudes below their main sequence turn-off point. However, because our survey is a pencilbeam survey lacking control fields adjacent to our target fields, we have no reference-CMDs representing a clean foreground plus a smooth halo, and thus a simple foreground subtraction is not possible. Instead the halo substructures in our survey can only be detected in those fields where the contrast in density be- Fig. 3 . Brightness versus size diagram showing all the PSF-corrected sources (blue) and the subset of sources selected as stars through our star/galaxy separation algorithm (red) for one of our pointings. Although the star selection may not be complete at the faint end due to increasing scatter, our algorithm minimizes the galaxy contamination, which otherwise would be the main obstacle for detecting faint structures in the CMD.
tween the main sequence stream stars and the foreground and background stars is significant in the CMD. Thus, in order to search for main sequences in the CMDs, we build a cross-correlation algorithm that runs across a region of the CMD (the 'search region'), focused on the colour range associated with the halo turnoff stars (0.18 ≤ g − r ≤ 0.30). Within the boundaries of this search region, we slide a template main sequence-shaped 2D function that operates over the number of stars and, for each step, yields an integral representing the weighted density of stars in such a main sequence-shaped area. When the template main sequence function coincides with a sim- 2) is composed of the nearby M-dwarfs, whereas the main sequence on the bluer side (0.18 < g−r < 0.6) corresponds to a halo overdensity located at a particular well-defined distance. The cloud of sources at faint magnitudes are faint galaxies that enter the star selection. Left: CMD derived from an image that has not been PSF-corrected. Right: CMD derived from a PSF-corrected image. After homogenizing the PSF, the galaxy contamination decreases markedly below r ≈ 22.
ilarly shaped overdensity in the CMD), the value of the crosscorrelation (the weighted density) is maximized, and a value for the turnoff point is assigned. This process is illustrated in figure 5.
In some cases a CMD presents more than one main sequence signature with sufficient contrast to noise. When this happens we use the detection of the primary main sequence (the position of its turnoff point and its characteristic width-function) to randomly subtract a percentage of the stars associated with it (lowering its density to the foreground level) and detect the next prominent main sequence feature. We name these main sequence detections as primary, secondary, etc., ranked by their signal to noise. We require the signal to noise to be > 3.5σ for primary MSs and > 4σ for the secondary or tertiary MSs after partially removing the primary one.
Shape of the template main sequence function
When constructing the template main sequence-shaped 2D function (from now on, 'template-MS'), we use two ingredients. The first one is a theoretical isochrone 3 of age t = 10Gyr and metallicity [Fe/H] = −1.58, which is used to define the central spine of the template-MS. The position of this central spine is later shifted in magnitude and colour steps during the crosscorrelation. Since we are only interested in the shape of this isochrone (its absolute values are irrelevant because it will be shifted) and since we are searching for halo substructures, we choose the above age and metallicity values because they yield an isochrone shape representative of old metal-poor stellar populations. The second ingredient is a magnitude-dependent colourwidth, which is used to broaden the isochrone template as illustrated in the left panel of fig. 5 ).
The width is in general directly derived from the width of the locus of nearby M-dwarfs (1.0 < g − r < 1.4). The width of this feature is calculated for a number of magnitude bins as three times the standard deviation in colour for each bin. Then a functional form dependent on magnitude is obtained through polynomial fitting. In a few cases, minor tweaking is needed to compensate for extremely large widths (colour shifts become insensitive to any substructure) or for extremely small widths (density values become meaningless due to the built-in weight [see below]). This way of defining the width of the template-MS accounts for the observational broadening of intrinsically well defined stellar loci due to increasing photometric uncertainties at faint magnitudes.
Weights within the template MS-function
In addition to a theoretically and observationally motivated shape for the template-MS, we also give a different weight to each region of the template. This means that, for each step of the cross-correlation, the stars contained within will contribute differently to the enclosed stellar density depending on how far they are from the spine of the template-MS.
The weight in colour (stars near the spine of the template-MS are more likely to belong to the main sequence than stars close to the boundaries) is assigned through the exponential term in a gaussian weight function. We match the standard deviation of the gaussian weight to the standard deviation of the template-MS width (3σ = ω MS ) so that all the stars contained within the template-MS are assigned a weight. To guarantee that the weight does not favour bright features, we choose the amplitude of the gaussian function to be such that the integral of the weight function between the edges of the template-MS function is the same for all magnitudes.
The resulting weight function for a given star in the template-MS at a particular step of the cross-correlation then follows:
where mag and colour are the magnitude and colour of the weighted star, η CC (mag) represents the theoretical isochrone at that particular step of the cross-correlation, and σ(mag) = 1 3 ω MS (mag) is proportional to the width of the template-MS function for that particular CMD.
Uncertainties in the turnoff point
The colour and magnitude values for the turnoff point of a given main sequence, (c T O , mag T O ), are derived from the position of the template at which the cross-correlation peaks. Therefore the uncertainties for these turnoff point values derive from the contribution of individual stars to the position and shape of the main sequence (the uncertainty from the CMD itself). To evaluate this uncertainty, we carry out a bootstrapping process. In this process first we generate re-sampled stellar catalogues by randomly withdrawing stars from one of our true catalogues. Second we run the cross-correlation and obtain the turnoff points for each of these re-samples. Third we consider the offsets between these turnoff points and the original turnoff point and derive the standard deviation of the distribution. The contribution of any CMD to the uncertainty of its turnoff point can then be calculated as a function of a reference (bootstrapped) standard deviation, s:
where, in practice, s mag,BS and s c,BS are the standard deviations calculated for a number of representative fields, f mag,BS and f c,BS are scale factors that allow to obtain the uncertainty for any field from the standard deviation of the bootstrapped fields, and
evaluate the prominence of the particular overdensity as a function of magnitude or as a function of colour. In practice, E mag,CMD = s mag,BS and E c,CMD = s c,BS for the bootstrapped fields used as a reference.
The photometric turnoff point distances are derived from the distance modulus. Therefore the uncertainties in the distances can be calculated as a combination of two sources of error: the uncertainty derived from the observed brightness of the turnoff point (E mag,CMD , discussed above) and the uncertainty derived from the absolute brightness of the turnoff point, which depends on the choice of isochrone (and thus on the uncertainty in the age or in the metallicity).
3. The Sagittarius stream
Turnoff point distances to the Sgr stream
The Sagittarius stream is clearly probed by at least 25 of our 97 fields (see the red and pink squares in figure 1). They probe both the faint and the bright branches of the stream (the faint branch lying to the North of the bright one) and also two transitional areas, indicating that the transversal drop in stellar counts between A&A proofs: manuscript no. PilaDiez_etal_Sgr_CFHT both branches is not dramatic. Some of these fields present more than one main sequence in their CMDs; for those fields the secondary turnoff points are calculated by subtracting the primary MS and re-running the cross-correlation (as explained in section 2.3). Based on the turnoff point values obtained from the crosscorrelation, we calculate the distances to the Sagittarius stream in these 25 fields for 31 detections. For this calculation, we assume a single stellar population represented by a theoretical isochrone with age t age = 10.2 Gyr and metallicity [Fe/H] = −1.0 dex (for a detailed description on the set of isochrones see footnote 2 in section 2.3). We choose these age and metallicity values because they match the age-metallicity relation for the Sgr dwarf galaxy (Layden & Sarajedini 2000) -which is also expected to hold for its debris-and are consistent with the range that characterizes old metal-poor populations.
To account for the potential influence on our distance measurements of a possible metallicity gradient along the different Sgr arms (Chou et al. 2007; Shi et al. 2012; Vivas et al. 2005; Carlin et al. 2012) , we analyse the dependency of the isochrones turnoff point absolute brightness (M T O ) with metallicity throughout the Sgr metal-poor range (see figure 6 ). We find that for −1.53 dex < [Fe/H] < −0.8 dex the absolute brightness remains nearly constant in the r band, with a maximum variation of ∆M = ±0.1 mag. We conclude that if we take this variation in absolute brightness as the isochrone uncertainty in the distance modulus (E mag,isoch = ∆M), we can use the t age = 10.2 Gyr and [Fe/H] = −1.0 dex isochrone to calculate distances to any region of the Sgr stream.
The resulting distances and distance uncertainties for these fields can be found in table 1, together with the central position of each field (in equatorial coordinates), a 'faint/bright branch' tag (derived from figure 1), a tentative classification as leading or trailing arm where posible (see below), a 'primary/secondary detection' tag and the distance modulus (µ). In figure 7 we compare our results to values from the literature 4 , split in two diagrams (top panel for the faint branches and bottom panel for the bright branches in both hemispheres).
Remarkably our turnoff point distances are not only in agreement with previous distance measurements to known wraps, but also compatible with the distance predictions for nearby wraps by the models of Peñarrubia et al. (2010) and Law & Majewski (2010) . In the following section we discuss in detail these findings.
Comparison with models of the Sgr stream
Using the model predictions shown in figures 8 and 9, we classify each field as belonging to the leading or trailing arm, by matching the distance and the sky position.
Of these two models, the model by Peñarrubia et al. (2010) seems to recover better the separation in stellar density distribution that gives rise to the northern bifurcation into faint and bright branches (figure 8, upper panels), whereas the model by Law & Majewski (2010) seems to reproduce better the projected 2MASS stellar density distribution (figure 8, lower panels). As noted in Belokurov et al. (2013) , the northern-trailing arm is 4 The SDSS-DR8 measurements shown in this paper for the southern bright arm have been corrected for the difference in the calibration of the red clump absolute magnitude, as pointed out in Slater et al. (2013) and corrected in Koposov et al. (2013) ). And the SDSS-DR5 measurements have been decreased by 0.15 mag to match the BHB signal from SDSS, as prescribed in Belokurov et al. (2013). more distant and has a steeper distance gradient than predicted by any Sgr model. And although neither clearly recovers the southern bifurcation, they succeed in reproducing the general distribution observed in that section of the stream.
Northern leading arm
From our eighteen measurements on the bright and the faint branches of the northern-leading arm (branches A and B, in the terminology of Belokurov et al. (2006) ), nine clearly reproduce the distance trends of Belokurov et al. (2006) and Belokurov et al. (2013) based on red giant and blue horizontal branch stars (blue circles in figure 7 ). For the faint branch, we extend westwards the distance measurements beyond those of SDSS, and we provide its most distant detections so far -out to 56kpc at RA ∼ 235 o . Comparing these most distant detections to the distance trend of the models and to the bright branch at a similar right ascension, one can argue that these detections likely lie close to the aphelion of the faint branch (or represent the aphelion themselves), and therefore they are probably a good estimation for its distance.
For the other nine detections, we find that the derived distances are either in mild disagreement with the trends of the leading arm (four cases, white circles in figure 7) or incompatible with the leading arm (five cases, red and white circles in figure 7 ). In the single case of mild disagreement for the faint branch (A1185, RA ∼ 168 o ) the distance is well below the trends of both this and previous work (offset ≈ 10 kpc); however its large uncertainty prevents us from ruling out that it belongs to the faint branch. We will discuss an alternative membership in subsection 3.2.2. The three cases of mild disagreement for the bright branch (ZwCl1023, A795-2 and A763-1, RA ∼ 150 o ) are slightly above the distance trend of this branch. Particularly, fields A795 and A763 also display two additional detections (primary and secondary, respectively) slightly under the expected distance trend. Fields A795 and A763 lie close in the sky (less than 4 o apart) and both yield primary and secondary distance measurements very consistent with each other and with this dichotomy. We interpret this as possibly indicating a region of the sky where the bright branch runs broader in distance.
Out of the five detections incompatible with the distance trends of the leading arm, we will discuss three (RXJ1524,A1413-2 and ZwCl1215-1) in subsection 3.2.2, together with the above mentioned A1185. Regarding the other two (RXJ1347 and ZwCl1215-3, RA ∼ 205 o and RA ∼ 185 o respectively), we have studied them individually and found the following. On the one hand, ZwCl1215-3 matches the distance to the Virgo Overdensity (Bonaca et al. 2012b ) when using the appropriate age and metallicity values for the theoretical isochrone, so it is likely a detection of this cloud. On the other hand, RXJ1347 matches the distance and position predicted by the model from Peñarrubia et al. (2010) for an older northern-wrap of the leading arm, but also the distances predicted by the two models for the northern-trailing wrap. However we can not draw conclusions regarding membership for an isolated detection and we lack kinematic data, so at the moment we can not discriminate between both options (or even a third one).
Northern trailing arm
In this subsection we revisit four detections in the galactic northern hemisphere which yield distances incompatible with (or off) the leading arm. These detections are RXJ1524, A1413-2 (red Fig. 6 . Absolute brightness of the turnoff point in the r band as a function of metalllicity and age for metal poor populations (green circles). The values in this diagram meet the age/metallicity relation for the Sgr dwarf galaxy from Layden & Sarajedini (2000) . The isochrone used in this paper to derive distances to the Sgr stream is represented with a yellow star, and its maximum difference to the other brightness values in this range is ∆M = ±0.1mag.
circles in figure 7 ), A1185 (compatible with the faint leading branch thanks to its large error bars, but severely offset from the distance trend) and ZwCl1215-1 (white marker at RA ∼ 185 o on the bright branch). The three detections in the faint branch (RXJ1524, A1413-2 and A1185) show distances strongly consistent with each other (∼ 17 kpc). And the three of them are the fields most apart from the Sgr orbital plane in our northern sample, spreading 60 o along the orbit. Remarkably both their distances and their positions in the sky are in extremely good agreement with the predictions from the above mentioned models for the Sgr debris in the northerntrailing arm, but at odds with the claim in Belokurov et al. (2013) that branch C (at lower declinations and more distant) is indeed the continuation of the northern-trailing arm for this range of RA (RA > 160 o ). In this sense it is worth noting that the model from Peñarrubia et al. (2010) has predicted two nearly parallel branches for the northern-trailing arm (not only for the northernleading arm). Therefore it is dynamically feasible that both the measurements for branch C ) and the measurements in this work are tracing the trailing arm in the galactic northern hemisphere, as far as they are probing two different branches.
Given the consistency of our distance measurements with each other and with the simulations, and given the distribution of the fields along the stream, we believe our detections in the faint branch are a previously undetected part of a Sgr wrap, most likely a continuation of the section of the northern-trailing arm presented in Belokurov et al. (2013) . However kinematic data or a spatially broader photometric coverage are needed to confirm this.
Additionally, ZwCl1215-1, which lies on the bright branch, yields a distance measurement compatible with the trend predicted for the northern-trailing arm. But its position on the sky (on the bright branch) can not be reconciled with the current models for the trailing tail, neither with the age, metallicity and distance values for the Virgo Overdensity. Thus, its membership and meaning in the puzzle of the halo remain an open question.
Southern trailing arm
Our measurements on the bright and the faint branches of the southern-trailing arm reproduce the distance trends of Koposov et al. (2012 Koposov et al. ( , 2013 and Slater et al. (2013) based on red clump and turnoff point stars. For the faint branch, we confirm the trend set by the < 3σ detections in Slater et al. (2013) , and we briefly extend westwards and eastwards the distance measurements. Contrary to Slater et al. (2013) , we find no evidence for a difference in distance between the faint and the bright branches of the southern-trailing tail. However it is possible that such difference remains hidden in our distance uncertainties.
When comparing to the above mentioned models, we find that the measures are in general agreement with the predictions for both the faint and the bright branches. However the distance gradient in the faint branch seems to be less steep in the data than in the models, and the branch seems to be thinner in distance than predicted for any value of the probed RA range. In this sense it is worth noting that, in contrast to what happens to many of our northern hemisphere fields, only two of the CMDs in the southern galactic hemisphere show secondary MS detections (RXJ0352 and RXJ2344, at RA ∼ 58 o and RA ∼ 356 o , respectively). And the difference between the turnoff point brightness of these double detections does not favour a thick branch, but rather the detection of a previously unknown nearby wrap (see subsection 3.2.4).
Southern leading arm
In this subsection we revisit the double detections of 3.2.3, namely RXJ0352-1 and RXJ2344-2, (RA ∼ 58 o and RA ∼ 356 o , Table 1 . Position and distances to the Sgr stream, together with a tag for faint or bright branch membership, a tentative classification as leading or trailing arm and a number specifying the hierarchy of the detection in the CMD (primary, secondary,etc.). The distances are indicated both as distance modulus and as heliocentric distance, with the distance uncertainty (E d ) in kpc. primary and secondary detections, respectively). We show their CMDs and their cross-correlation density diagrams in figures 10 and 11. We find that, using the same isochrone we have used to derive distances to all the Sgr fields, both yield a distance of ∼ 13 kpc. These distances are in excellent agreement with the predictions from the two simulations for the leading arm in the South and also with the trend set by the leading-northern data. We thus claim to have detected the continuation of the northernleading arm into the southern hemisphere for the first time. The positions of these fields, however, suggest that the leading arm dives into the southern hemisphere at higher declinations than predicted, overlapping in projection with the faint branch of the trailing arm.
If the detection of the southern-leading arm or the northerntrailing arm proposed in this paper are confirmed in future works (with kinematic measurements for membership or photometric follow-up for spatial coverage), our measurements will be the closest and the oldest debris of the Sgr stream detected to date. If so, this would mean that our method has succeeded in detecting nearby substructure in regions of the sky that had already been explored. The explanation to such a performance would lie on the fact that we use a sample of stars (a large part of the main sequence) to identify the overdensities in the CMD larger than the sample of the usual halo tracers (red clump, red giants or blue horizontal branch), and this could increase the contrast in regions of low concentration and thick disk contamination. We use these turnoff point values to calculate photometric distances to each of the streams. Once again we assume single stellar populations characterized by theoretical isochrones but now with t age = 11.5 Gyr (Martell et al. 2002) and metallicity [Fe/H] = −1.43 (Harris 1996) in the case of the Pal5 stream, and t age = 10.0 Gyr and metallicity [Fe/H] = −1.63 in the case of the Orphan stream (Casey et al. 2013a) . These values correspond to measurements for these particular streams, which are more metal-poor than the Sgr stream for similar ages. Since the absolute brightness of the turnoff point for a given stellar population depends on its age and metallicity, it is important to select representative values in order to derive the right photometric distances.
The resulting distances are collected in table 2 and displayed in figures 14 and 15, respectively, where they are compared to previous findings by other groups. Both results show good agreement for the adopted age and metallicity values.
Influence of the age/Z isochrone values on the distances
For the Palomar 5 stream and the Orphan stream, our pencilbeam survey returns only one detection each. We compare their derived distance measurements (table 2) to previous work (figures 14 and 15, respectively) and find that our measurements are consistent and well within the values to be expected from interpolations. We interpret this as an independent validation of the stellar population parameters for these streams in the literature: 11.5 Gyr and [Fe/H] = −1.43 for the Pal5 stream (Martell et al. 2002; Harris 1996) , and 10.0 Gyr and [Fe/H] = −1.63 for the Orphan stream (Casey et al. 2013a) . Variations in the absolute magnitude for the turnoff point of the theoretical isochrone assigned to a given stellar population (characterized by a given age and metallicity) propagate into the distance modulus, thus yielding variations in the distance. For the Pal5 stream, our distance measurement can tolerate a relative variation of ∆d rel ≈ 0.15 and still be in agreement with the previous distance measurements; this variation threshold translates into an absolute magnitude variation threshold of ∆M ≈ 0.35. We find that variations in ∆t = +1.7 −4 dex (same limitations as above) for the age and metallicity of the theoretical isochrones respect this requirement.
Conclusions
In this work we have used data from two deep cluster surveys, which provide randomly scattered photometric pencil-beams in g' and r', and a field of view of 1deg 2 per pointing. We have used this data to characterize previously known substructure in the stellar halo of the Milky Way. We analysed these data using two novel ingredients: a PSF-homogenization for the images and a cross-correlation algorithm for the colour-magnitude diagram (CMD). The PSF-homogenization algorithm corrects the inhomogeneous distortion of the sources across an image caused by the telescope's optics. In this way, it recovers the true shapes and size distribution of the sources, improving the performance of any star/galaxy separation procedure, specially at the faint end. The cross-correlation algorithm explores the CMD of each field searching for an overdensity with the shape of a stellar main sequence, and returns the (colour,magnitude) coordinates of the corresponding turnoff point, from which distances can be derived. Through this method, we have shown that it is possible to exploit a two-filter pencil-beam survey to perform such a study of streams or satellites, provided that the contrast-to-noise ratio of the substructure's main sequence is moderately significant. In this way our method bypasses the need for nearby control-fields that can be used to subtract a reference foreground from the target CMDs.
Using a set of theoretical isochrones (Marigo et al. 2008; Girardi et al. 2010) , we have calculated the distances to different regions of the Sagittarius stream (faint and bright branches in both the northern and southern arms) and obtained results in good agreement with previous work Koposov et al. 2012 Koposov et al. , 2013 Slater et al. 2013 ) (see figure 7) .
We detect for the first time the continuation of the northernleading arm into the Southern hemisphere; we find that its distances are in excellent agreement with the predictions by the models in Peñarrubia et al. (2010) and Law & Majewski (2010) , while the trajectory seems to be located at higher declinations. We also find evidence for a nearby branch of the northerntrailing arm at RA > 160 o . Both the distances and the footprint on the sky are in good agreement with the predictions from the models. It is also compatible with being the continuation of the northern-trailing region detected in Belokurov et al. (2013) if it turns or broadens to higher latitudes as it evolves westwards, but it does not follow the same distance trend as branch C ). However it is feasible that both trends represent the trailing arm in the galactic northern hemisphere if they belong to two different branches, as predicted in the model from Peñarrubia et al. (2010) .
We have also used age and metallicity measurements from previous work (Martell et al. 2002; Harris 1996; Casey et al. 2013a) , to calculate distances to the Pal5 stream and the Orphan stream. These distances are in good agreement with the results in the literature (Grillmair & Dionatos 2006a; Belokurov et al. 2007a; Newberg et al. 2010; Casey et al. 2013a) , attesting -together with the results from the Sgr stream for previously known regions of the stream-the robustness and accuracy of the cross-correlation.
The methods presented in this paper open the possibility of using deeper existing pencil-beam surveys (maybe originally aimed for extragalactic studies) to measure accurate distances (or ages or metallicities, provided that two of the three parameters are known) to streams, globular clusters or dwarf galaxies. The existence of these pencil-beam surveys or the reduced requirements of prospective ones, allow for more complete maps of the Galactic halo substructure at reduced observational costs.
A&A proofs: manuscript no. PilaDiez_etal_Sgr_CFHT Koposov et al. (2012 Koposov et al. ( , 2013 ) (green asterisks), Belokurov et al. (2013) (pink triangles) and Slater et al. (2013) (yellow squares for > 3σ detections and white squares for < 3σ). White circles denote detections that can not be unambiguously tagged as leading or trailing.
Article number, page 11 of 16 A&A proofs: manuscript no. PilaDiez_etal_Sgr_CFHT . Left: Dereddened CMD for the easternmost pointing probing the leading arm in the southern hemisphere; the template main sequence function and the turnoff point (green) are plotted for the maximum of the secondary cross-correlation. We have randomly removed 50% of the stars contributing to the primary detection, which corresponds to the southern-trailing arm of the Sgr stream. Right: Weighted-density diagram resulting from the secondary cross-correlation. The maximum (white bin, black cross) marks the top left corner of the template-MS function at the position of the Orphan stream's main sequence. The primary detection has been partially removed, and the remainings can be seen as a weak tail at fainter magnitudes and slightly bluer colour. 
